
CHAPTER 6: REGISTRA TION

Concept of ship registration

It would be expected that most countries with a maritime industry,regardless 
of its size or state of development, would be broadly familiar with the

concept of ship registration. This is a concept which has been present since shipshave 
been flying flags at their masts.

Registration confers a "nationality" on a-ship and this gives the ship the
right to fly the flag of the country in which it is registered. Ship registration is
thus a process by which nationality and related rights and duties are conferr~d on
a ship. The country in which the ship is registered also assumes jurisdiction over
the ship. Any country that wishes to acquire and develop a national fleet needs to
establish a shipping register. All the countries that participated in the ESCAP
shipping policy project have national registers at present, but this was not the case
when developing countries first acquired tonnage. In some cases the vessels hadto 

be registered under another flag, until the national register was established.

The acquisition and the development of national fleet(s) have thusprovided 
the nucleus for the development of the institutional and legal structure

required for modem shipping and the development of maritime related industries.

During the 1980s the attention of shipping policy makers particularly from
developed maritime countries around the world was drawn more closely to the
subject of shipping registration as many shipowners, attempting to improve theircompetitive 

position in tight shipping markets, moved their ships to what were
commonly called open registers.
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"Open registers" were flexible with regard to the ownership of the vessels
that could be registered while "closed registers" required that the ownershiprested 

in nationals of the country of registry. ~~'

Open registers were registers which did not have stringent ownership
requirements and offered overseas shipowners the opportunity to improve
competitiveness through access to lower operating costs. Open registers typically
offered taxation free regimes and/or flexibility in crewing arrangements which
enabled the employment of lower paid crew from developing countries.

-
In the late 1980s many developed countries, especially in Europe, found

their national fleets to be shrinking in size as shipowners defected to open
registers in pursuit of improved shipping economics. Shipowners operating under
the conditions of their national register found it difficult to compete with open
register ships and many simply moved to open registers in order to remain

competitive.

The developed countries of the world reacted to the phenomenon of the
open register and its impact on their national fleet in a number of different ways.
Some countries, such as Australia and Japan, introduced shipping industry reform
policies premised on the combination of increased use of technology and smaller
crews, to lower operating costs. While these approaches certainly improved their
fleets competitiveness, they could generally not close the gap with open register
shipping with its zero taxes and low cost labour unless implemented in
conjunction with measures such as direct subsidies and tax relief.

Other developed countries, especially those with long maritime industryheritages 
and significant onshore industries (such as ship repair, ship brokeringand 

insurance) embraced the concept of a second international register. Countries
such as Denmark, Norway, the United Kingdom and France introduced second
international registers which operated outside the national taxation regime and
often provided for the employment of foreign crew.

These developments in shipping registration have raised a raft of issues
which impact on any country contemplating developing or expanding a national
fleet or generally reviewing shipping industry policy. Modem shipping is an
international and extremely competitive activity. If countries develop shipping
registers which, by the nature of their requirements, do not encourage registration
by nationally owned ships, then potential shipowners will either not enter the
industry or will find a receptive open register that meets their requirements
elsewhere.
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International 

Protocols and Obligations

It is not the intention to provide here a detailed examination of all the
detail and legal issues associated with shipping registration 1. Rather, this chapterwill 

examine shipping registration as an adjunct to general shipping policy. It
will look at the core requirements of shipping registration, as laid down by
international conventions, and the extent to which effective administration ofthose 

requirements can impact on the performance of the register, both directly
through attracting shipping to the register, and indirectly through the
attractiveness of ships of the register to shippers arouInl the world.

The 

framework for shipping registration

The basic principles relating to the nationality and registration of ships arefound 
in the 1958 Convention on the High Seas and elaborated upon in the 1982

UN Convention on the Law of the Sea (UNCL9S III).

According to intemationallaw, each country has the right to determine theconditions 
which apply to the granting of nationality by providing access to itsshipping 

Tegister. This right is contained in UNCLOS III, which states that each
State shall fix the conditions for the grant of its nati<:>nality to' ships, for the
registration of ships in its territory, and for the right. to fly its flag. Ships have the
nationality of the State whose flag they are entitled to fly. There must exist agenuine 

link between State and the ship.

UNCLOS III however, does not define the term "genuine link" and thishas 
provided flags of convenience the opportunity to argue that the act of

registration provides the genuine link between the country and the ship.

UNCLOS goes on to specify the responsibilities associated with the
granting of nationality. Each State is required to:

maintain a register containing the names and particulars of shipsflying 
its flag;

.

assume jurisdiction under its intemallaw for each ship flying its
flag and its master, officers and crew;

ensure safety at sea in respect of ships flying its flag by taking
appropriate measures in regard to:

This topic is well covered in another ESCAP publication: Guidelines for. Maritime Legislation (Third
Edition), ST/ESCAP/IO76)
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the 

construction, equipment and seaworthiness of ships;

.the 

manning of ships, including labour conditions and training;

the 

use of signals, communications systems and the prevention of
collisions.

UNCLOS also gives, a limited right to other countries to intervene when
relevant rules are not observed:

.-
A State which has clear grounds to believe that proper jurisdiction and

control with respect to a ship have not been exercised may report the facts to the
flag State. Upon receiving such a report, the flag State shall investigate the matter
and, if appropriate, take any action necessary to remedy the situation.

UNCLOS effectively precludes dual nationality for a ship; stating that a
ship may not change its flag during a voyage or while in a port of call exceptwhere 

there is a real transfer of ownership or change of registry.

International conditions of registration

While UNCLOS does not go into detail on the conditions governing
registration, an attempt to spell out the rights and responsibilities of flag states
and standards of accountability for ships and their owners and operators has been
made in the 1986 U.N. Convention on Conditions for Registration of Ships (the
Convention). The Convention applies to all ships of 500 grt or over participating
in international seaborne trade.

While the Convention is yet to come into force2 the intent of the
Convention could usefully be taken as reflecting the standards expected for
shipping register development in the longer term.

The Convention primarily aims to increase the accountability of States for
vessels registered under their flags by encouraging them to exercise effective
jurisdiction and control over their shipping. This is achieved by requiring a
genuine link between a ship and its flag State through provisions relating to the
ownership, manning and management of ships. Flag States must, for example,
establish prescribed minimum levels of participation by their nationals and
permanent residents.

2 The Convention comes into force when ratified by 40 or more States representing at least 25%
of world tonnage.
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The Convention specifies the requirements for a public register and insists
that each flag State must have a competent national maritime administration
which ensures its ships comply with all applicable international rules and

regulations.

The Convention also makes provision for the interests of labour supplying
countries to minimize any adverse effects arising from its implementation..

The structure of a shipping register
...

It is normal for the national shipping register to be effected through
legislation. Without going into detail, such legislation would be ~xpected to
include provisions relating to:

the purpose of the register;
the registrar and his functions;
information to be kept on the register; and
requirements in relation to applications, fees, the surveying of
ships, manning, ownership, bare boat chartering, mortgages, the
location of head offices, ship markings etc..

The precise nature of some of these requirements; for example in relation
to manning and ownership, will be a matter for policy consideration.

One of the most important aspects of national shipping registration is
ready public access to the register and its requirements. Details of the more
efficient registers are increasingly becoming available from the office via the
Internet. 3

The Internet sites detailed below provides a useful showcase of public access models being developed
by other countries: [Australia<http://www.amsa.gov. au>] [Hong Kong
<http://www.info.gov.hk/mardep/register>] and [Singapore<http://www.mpa.gov.sg>]
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Table 6.1: Ship registration in selected countries in ESCAP region

National

Register
Country

Second 

Register Title of registration

Australia Yes No, but actively
considering

Shipping Registration Act 1981

Bangladesh Yes No, but actively
considering

Bangladesh Shipping Ordinance 1983

Hong Kong, China Yes No Merchapt Shil1Ping (Registration) Ordinance 1990

Indonesia

YesNo

Indonesian Commercial Code & Act No. 21 of 1992

Iran

Yes

No

Iranian Maritime Code

MyanmarYesNo

New Zealand Yes

No

Ship Registration Act 1992

Pakistan

Yes

Merchant Shipping Act 1894 and Registration of Ships
Act

NoYesNo

Merchant Shipping Act

Singapore

Turkey

Yes

No Turkish Ship Register

Viet Nam

YesNo

Not known

Thailand

Yes No, but actively
considering

Korea

YesYes

National Register: Ship Act No. 3641 amended in
December 1982
Second Register: International Vessel Registry Act,
1997

PhilippinesYesNo

Executive Order No. 125 as amended

Malaysia Yes Yes National Register: Merchant Shipping Ord. 1952
Second Register: Malaysian International Shipping
Registry -Merchant Shipping (Amendment) Act 1997

India

YesNo

Merchant Shipping Act, 1958 as amended Merchant
Shipping (Registration of Indian Ships) Rules, 1960 as
amended

China

YesNoRegulations 

governing the Registration of ships 1994
--

Source: Data collected from questionnaire responses from participating countries
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Meeting International Obligations in Practice

IMO standards and enforcement

There is increasing pressure on countries which operate shipping registers
to meet their jurisdictional responsibilities in accordance with Article 94 of
UNCLOS to ensure safety and environmental standards with the ships enrolled
in the register. Specific standards which need to be met have been devised by the
International Maritime Organization (IMO) and take the form of a number of
conventions, well known by those involved in the shipping industry, such as SaLAS,..
STCW and MARPOL.

The same competitive pressures in the 1980s which led many shipowners to
move to open registers or flags of convenience as cost reducing measures, also
created an environment which inevitably resulted in an erosion in the quality of
shipping. Low freight rates could not sustain the capital cost associated with new
or replacement shipping and as a result the average age of ships in the world fleet
trended upwards. While an older fleet required greater maintenance, cost
pressures operated against that maintenance being forthcoming. A the same time
regulators of open registers were faced with a conflict between their
responsibilities in enforcing IMO safety standards and the profit making
objectives of the registers.

Inevitably there was a spate of serious maritime incidents and the
publicity associated with these, especially where oil spills occurred, combined
with economic pressures arising from their impact on the insurance industry, has
seen an increasing international focus on ship quality and safety.

Concerns at the extent to which IMO standards were not being met
resulted in a system of Port State Control being developed in Europe in the 1980s
whereby IMO member states inspected foreign ships visiting their ports for
compliance with IMO standards. Ships which failed to meet the standards could
be detained.

Port State Control has now spread to most parts of the world and is
becoming increasingly sophisticated. Not only are more ships being inspected
but inspecting countries are coordinating their records and adopting systematic
approaches whereby ships of flags with poor records are targeted and individual
ships are tracked to ensure their deficiencies are rectified. At the same time the
insurance industry, at both the hull and P&I levels, has moved to link premiums
with risk, with specific flags and classification societies being important factors
in this equation.

Chapter 6
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Flag state response to quality demands

With increasing attention being paid to the policing of shipping standards
and the track record of the flag becoming an important factor in register selection
by shipowners, many registers have found that they now have to be in a position
to substantiate any claims they make about the standard of ships under their flags.

This new consciousness of the need to pursue quality in shipping is
reflected in the actions of a number of registers, especially open registers4:.

the Liberian and Marshall Islands registers have sought and,
gained International Standard Organization accreditation;

..

the register of the Republic of Cyprus has hired more surveyors
to scrutinize its ships following publication of lists of detained
ships;

the register of Vanuatu, following an appearance on a United
States Coast Guard black list, responded promptly to reports of its
ships being detained and removed deficient ship from its register;

some registers such as the Isle of Man and Hong Kong have
introduced strict entry criteria, refusing older ships and insisting
on inspection prior to registration; and

some registers only accept surveys from nominated classification
societies.

Implications for flag states

The increasing expectation that flag states will not only be signatories to
IMO conventions but observe them, combined with increasing enforcement of
IMO conventions, means that flags states should continually review the adequacy
of the ship safety policies and enforcement standards associated with their
registers.

"A premium on competence", Michael Grey, Lloyd's List Maritime Asia, December 1995.
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Failures in this area must ultimately result in the register being subject to
constant international scrutiny and be reflected in restrictions in the routes on
which such ships might operate, unless satisfying IMO standards, and thepreparedness 

of shippers to commit cargoes to ships under that flag.

It is not sufficient for flag states merely to be willing to enforce IMO
standards in relation to ships on their registers. They must also have resources
with the necessary expertise if they are in practice to be able to apply the
standards. Countries looking to fleet expansion through changes in shipping
register policy should particularly be mindful of these.matters.

The shipping register as a policy instrument

With some exceptions, it can be expected that the shipping register will
normally be a vehicle for pursuing the national shipping policy objectives of acountry.

For example, if a country has a broad policy objective of developing anational 
shipping industry with employment and other economic and downstream

industry benefits, it may wish to offer financial or other support means to thenational 
shipping fleet(s). The traditional register will be the instrument through

which the maritime administration of the country defines the population of ships
which qualify for the special benefits. Specific fiscal measures adopted bycountries 

are examined in Chapter 8.

A country may on the other hand decide to adopt a policy of attracting
overseas vessels to register in the country in order to create a revenue stream and
generate maritime related economic activity. This policy objective can be
achieved through the establishment of an open register.

Developed countries that wish to stem the tide of flagging out by national
shipowners to attractive open registers may adopt a policy to establish second
register.

The shipping register can also be an important policy tool in achieving
policy objectives of safety of life at sea and protection of the marine environment.
National rules, implementing such policy would usually apply to all ships
registered coming within the purview of the countries ship registry. The different
types of registers are examined hereafter to see how they can be effective tools
in achieving objectives associated with the development of national tonnage and
other maritime related activities.
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The first (or traditional) register

Ownership

The key characteristic of a first register is that the register is normally
restricted to ships owned or chartered by nationals of the country. The ownership
provision is consistent with the 1986 U.N. Convention on Conditions for
Registration of Ships requirement (discussed above) for a genuine link between
a flag state and its ships. .-'

The ownership restrictions take many forms. Some pres~ribe a maximumlevel 
of foreign equity. The Philippines register, for example, requires a ship tobe 

owned or chartered by Philippines citizens or by a corporation with a
minimum of 60% national ownership. The New Zealand and Pakistan registers
by comparison require a minimum of 51 % national ownership. The Iranian
register does not have any ownership restrictions for tankers, but requires a
minimum of 51 % Iranian ownership for all other ships. Bangladesh requires
100% local ownership.

Ships owned by citizens, pennanent residents and corporate bodiesincorporated 
in Singapore may fly the Singapore flag. There is no restriction on

ownership of the corporate body which can have greater than 50% foreign equity.The 
company must, however, have a paid up capital of at least 10% of the valueof 

the first ship, subject to a minimum of S$50,000 and ~ maximum of

S$500,000.

Ships owned by permanent residents and corporate bodies incorporatedin, 
and having their principal business conducted in Hong Kong may fly the flagof 
the independent registry of Hong Kong. Prior to the establishment of its

independent shipping registry, Hong Kong was a port of registry for the United
Kingdom registry and it followed the requirements and standards of the Britishregistry. 

The standards required by IMO conventions are applied and enjoyed in
respect of the independent registry.

Where ships on the Japan register are owned by companies the head officeis 
required to be domiciled in Japan and all the directors are required to beJapanese 

nationals.

Nationality of crews

The other major characteristic is restrictions in relation to the nationality
of crews, although this may not always be the case. Often registers provide for
crewing only by nationals. Countries in this group include India, Pakistan, the
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Philippines, 

and Viet Nam. Islamic Republic of Iran requires a minimum of 50%
of the crew to be Iranian after the fourth year of registration. The Republic ofKorea 

allows up to six foreign crew on internationally trading ships and up to two
foreign crews on coastal ships.

Malaysia allows foreign nationals to serve on Malaysian ships provided
they have a pennit obtained from the Marine Department. In Malaysia's case the
foreign crew dispensation reflects a severe shortage of marine personnel. Whilethe 

Australian and New Zealand registers do not have any legislative restrictions
on crew nationality, in practice their ships are maI}fied .mostly by nationals orresidents.

Table 

6.2: Selected ESCAP country of domicile, showing fleets tonnage registered
with national and foreign flags, as at December 1997 (a).

Number 

of vesselsCountry ofdomicile 
(b)

Deadweight tonnage (000 tonnes)

Foreign

~-
Total

Foreign

flag
Total

~

'925 432

506

;

,807 2,006

607

Foreignjlagas 
% 0 total

68.6%

21.5%

83.4%

National
fla s

20,295

22,1.48
5,751

~

:959 15,83329,812
89,25438,03135,563

National
fla c

882

1,574
101

Foreign flagas 
% a total

77.3%

41.6%

83.8%

485

5,327

~

70 253

75

855

9,108

43.3%

30.2%

9,341

10,309

10,775

6,099

4,418

4,427

3,129

2,469

2,744

101,905

15,537

5,463

1,611

185

132

65

1,089

1,166

493140,345

24,879

15,772

12,386

6,285

4,551

4,493

4,217

3,635

3,237242,303

JapanChinaHong 

Kong,
ChinaRep. 

of KoreaSingaporeIndia

IR of IranMalaysiaPhilippinesIndonesiaThailandAustralia

Total (12

countries)PercentageWorld

62.5%

15.2%

~

o
13

94

~

9

293,781

~57.6%1

~
42.4%1

l..Q~100.0%1

~42.0%1~58.0%1~~100.0%1Source: 

Review of Maritime Transport 1997, UNCTAD.
(a) Vessels of 1,000 grt and over.
(b) The country of domicile indicates where the controlling interest of the fleet is located in terms
of the parent company.
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The open register

As discussed earlier, open registers were developed in response to
competitive pressures in shipping markets of a level that encouraged many
shipowners to search for means of minimising costs. The open register emerged
to meet this need with attractive characteristics of freedom to employ crew of
any nationality, lenient legislation and beneficial taxation regimes, all of which
offered opportunities to lower operating costs.

The country operating the open re'i!;ister..generally does not need 'the
shipping for its own purposes, and the primary objective of the register is a
stream of income from registration and associated fees. Ships. registered in an
open registry can also provide an avenue of overseas employment for the
countries seafarers. Most of the countries which operate open registers are
relatively small in economic terms and the open register constitutes a substantial
source of funds for the national economy.

As at 1980 the major open registries accounted for 31.1 % of the total
deadweight tonnage of the world fleet. By 1996 their share of the fleet had grown
to 42.5%. Table 8.1 below shows the top seven open registers and the percentage
of the tonnage owned by nationals of the flag ~tate. A characteristic of open
registers, the lack of an ownership linkage between -the registered shipping and
the flag state, is clearly illustrated in table 6.3.

Table 

6.3: Major open registers, by tonnage, share of the world fleet, and level of
national ownership, as at end of 1996

Source: Review of Maritime Transport, 1998, UNCTAD
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The second (or international) register

The second register arose as a response by developed countries to their
fleets. being flagged out to open registers in pursuit of improved competitiveness.
The second register of a country generally has most of the characteristics of an
open register, ie increased crew flexibility and access to more beneficial taxation
regime (relative to ships of the first register). The major difference is that most
of the tonnage is owned by nationals of the flag state.

The two largest second registers as at .1996- were the Norwegian
International Ship Registry (28.8 million dwt) and the Danish International Ship
Registry (7.2 million dwt). The share of tonnage owned by nationals. under the
two registers was 88.6% and 96.5% respectively. Other countries of note with
second registers include Germany, the United Kingdom, France, and Portugal.

The concept of the second register would not seem, on face value, to offer
many benefits to countries of the ESCAP region other than th e developed
countries, as most countries would already be relatively competitive on wagecosts. 

The countries where the concept of the second register is either beingexamined 
or adopted in the region are examined below.

Australia

A Government appointed Shipping Refonn' Group released a report in
March 1997 recommending the establishment of a second register to increase the
competitiveness of Australian shipping. The establishment of the second registerwas 

also linked to a winding back of cabotage.

To be eligible for the second register, ships would be required to spend
25% of operational time on international voyages or operate primarily on a
coastal route where a competing scheduled service was provided by foreign or
Australian second register ships. Second register ships would benefit from
exemptions from personal taxation for national crew, access to foreign labour,
and accelerated depreciation.

The Australian Government is still considering this part of the report and
has indicated that it sees progress in other areas of reform, e.g. the transition from
industry to company employment, as important prerequisites to further shipping
reform.
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Republic 

of Korea

The Republic of Korea passed legislation for a Korean second register in
July 1997 with the objective of improving the competitiveness of Korean
shipping. Implementation of the new register was scheduled for May 1998.

Ships under the second register will have more flexibility in employing
foreign seafarers and be subject to a more beneficial tax regime (still being
negotiated) than that applying to first register ships.

Malaysia

Malaysia passed legislation introducing a Malaysian second register in
November 1997. The new register is part of a policy programme geared towardsdeveloping 

the Malaysian shipping industry and increasing employmentopportunities 
and technology transfer.

Features 

of the Malaysian second register are:

the corporation owning the vessel must be incorporated in andhave 
an office in Malaysia;

the 

corporation can be foreign owned, but if listed on the Kuala
Lumpur stock exchange then 30% of shares must be reserved for
Malaysian nationals;

the 

ship manager must be a Malaysian citizen or corporation;

the 

company must have a paid up share capital of 10% of thevalue 
of the ship or RM one million, which ever is higher; and

tankers 

or bulk ships must be less than 15 years old, and other
ships less than 20 years.

The shipping register and the balance of payments

Often there is a link mistakenly made between the national shipping
register and the balance of payments. Typically countries nominate shipping
policy objectives which involve reducing deficits on international trade in
services arising from the carriage of imports/exports by ships of foreign
countries.
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While this can be a genuine and worthy objective/rationale under specific
circumstances (discussion in Chapter 4) it is important to realize that what
matters for balance of payments purposes is not the country in which the ship is
registered, but the country of the person drawing the freight revenue.

This is an important consideration because a country with little maritime
heritage or expertise can pursue an improved balance of payments objective
without trying to establish or expand a register. It can achieve the same end
tapping the resources and expertise of other maritime nations through national
involvement in shipping operated under other flags ilnd using ship management

companIes.

The utilisation of another register would allow a drawing upon the skills
and experience of an established shipping regulator. The engagement of a third
country shipping management company would at the same time allow the tapping
of skilled shipping resources.

Because freight earnings accrue to the operator of a ship regardless of
flag, while such a scenario could see some balance of payments outflows related
to registration and management, these could be outweighed by inflows to the
national ship operator. This is a policy scenario worth considering for any country
with only embryonic shipping industry.

Factors 

that guide shipowners in flag selection

For the shipowner the selection of the flag of a ship is a crucial issue in
a successful shipping business as the economics of running a merchant ship are
closely related to its registration. Flag states (traditional and open registers)
should thus be aware of the factors considered relevant by shipowners and their
applicability to their registers. Only through gaining such an appreciation will
flag states be able to understand shipowner perspectives in relation to their
registers and tailor a register to meet their objectives.

Costs

The cost parameter has traditionally been regarded as the most important
factor in register selection. If shipowners are not able to be reasonably cost
competitive under a national register the chances are that they will flag out their
ships. While the topic of competitiveness and operating costs is examined in
detail in Chapter 3, it should be noted that shipowners will have regard to the
total cost impact, i.e. the aggregate of crew costs, capital costs, registration
costs, direct and indirect taxes, etc..
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A study of Korean shipping undertaken in 19965, prior to the
introduction of the Korean second register, showed that Korean registered shipswere 

at a substantial disadvantage on taxation compared to open registers. Theannual 
taxation fees incurred by Korean ships were of the order of US$450,OOO

per annum compared to less than US$5,OOO for the open registers. Taxationwas 
defined to include national taxes, customs duties and local taxes such as

registration fees.

It is understandable in the face of this data why around 40% of the fleet
of the Republic of Korea was flagged out (see Table 6.2) and decision of the
Korean Government to introduce a second register.

Crew restrictions

Shipowners require access to suitable and certified crew, both officers and
ratings. If flag restrictions impede their ability to obtain crew (e.g. there is a
shortage of the trained nationals required by a register) then will be there will be
an incentive for shipowners to examine other flags.

Market access

Increased Port State Control activity, with a focus on flags with poor trackrecords, 
has meant that ships under targeted flags can expect attention from safetyauthorities 

on routes such as Europe, Japan, North America and Australia.Regardless 
of the condition of their ships, owners may not welcome the time and

money lost when being subjected to regular Port State Control inspectionsbecause 
of their flag.

Quality of the register

The quality of a register can be an important factor in flag choice. A
study of shipowners undertaken in 19966 in relation to the Isle of Man Register
showed that there were two areas of a registers performance considered as
important by shipowners, standards and efficiency.

High standards were associated with:

5

Flagging 

options for the future: A turning point in Korean shipping policy?, Tae- Woo Lee, Maritime
Policy and Management, 1996, vol. 23, No.2, 177-1861.
The influence of qualitative factors in Isle of man ship registration decisions, Kevin Cullinane and
Mark Robertshaw, Maritime Policy and Management, 1996, vol 23, No.4, 321-336.
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the 

use of single authority to carry out flag state inspections;

a good safety record maintained by a competent administration
taking full responsibility for surveys and adhering to IMO
conventions;

quality and sensible inspections at a reasonable cost; and

a 

reputation for high standards.

Efficiency was associated with minimal regula'tion and maximum
flexibility as reflected in:

freedom of nationality of crew;

low levels of bureaucracy, high levels of administrat~ve
efficiency and user friendly documentation;

the 

register having minimal input into the operations ofthe 
shipowner; and

efficiency of operational costs.

It should be borne in mind that these factors were seen as the desirable
attributes of a second register. Nevertheless the survey does provide an insight
into factors regarded as significant generally by ship owners in a register.

Patriotism

It would be expected that loyalty to the flag of the nation of the owner
would be a relevant factor, all other things being equal. This is in part the
rationale of the second register which provides an opportunity for ships to stay
on a national register without being disadvantaged on cost competitiveness.

Relative importance of factors

For any particular ship it is likely that the ultimate choice of flag will be
dependent on a range of factors. To the extent that there is an economic linkage
between shipping markets and ship types, it is also likely that the range of factorswill 

vary according to the trade the ship operates in, the ships type and its
characteristics such as age and condition.
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A twenty five year old crude tanker which is showing its age is, forexample, 
likely to be a different flag proposition to a newly built container shipdestined 

for the conference trades.

A study was undertaken in the United Kingdom in 19987 to identify the
relative importance of factors affecting the decision to use foreign flags for
British shipowners. The study concluded that the most important factors were
costs (52%), including crew costs (26%), compliance costs (12%), fiscal reasons
(9%) and other costs (5%). Other major factors identified were control (17%), the
availability of skilled labour (13%) and the. trade in which the ship was' to

operate(5%).

Developments 

in ship registration: ESCAP region

Table 6.4 below, shows the fleet of ships over 100 gross registered tons
registered in countries of the ESCAP region. As at the end of 1997 the ESCAP
registered fleet accounted for around 21 % of world tonnage.

Table 6.2, however, showed that only around 59% of ships with domiciles
in ESCAP countries were actually registered in those countries. The remaining
ships were registered under foreign flags. -

In tonnage terms only 45% of the tonnage domiciled in ESCAP countrieswere 
actually registered in those countries: This means that the tendency to

register with a foreign flag increases with the size of the ship.

Countries in the ESCAP region need to first determine the policy
objectives that the national shipping register can help to achieve.

In the event that the policy objective is to promote the national fleet(s)
then the policy makers must decide upon the ships that would be targetted for
special assistance and this could be neglected in the criteria for registration. The
fiscal and other support measures must be directed at assisting the national fleetto 

be internationally competitive.

Factors influencing the choice offlag: empirical evidence, Angela Bergantino and Peter Marlow, Maritime
Policy and Management, 1998, vol. 25, No 2,157-174.
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If the shipping policy objective is to attract overseas tonnage to an openregistry, 
or stem the tide of flagging out, then it is important that policy makersunderstand 

what makes a shipowner choose a particular flag. It will then bepossible 
to make the countries shipping register attractive to shipowners/managers.

It is important for policy makers to strike a balance between the need toensure 
compliance with international rules on safety and environmental standards

and other national requirements, and to ensure reasonable compliance costs.
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Table 6.4: Merchant fleets of the ESCAP region by flag of registration
and type of ship(a) as at 31 December 1996 (in 000 dwt

Total

fleet

Oil tankers Bulk General OtherContainerships

camers~argo

types

country of

Registration

Singapore

Japan

China

Philippines

India

R.O Korea

furkey
Hong Kong, China

IR of Iranmdonesia

29,53726,04924,085

13,35311,261

10,946

10,670

32

30

15

13,894

35

8,013

950

2,700

74

3,379

1,011

1,552

999

265

347

~

6

117

115

AustraliaThailand

VanuatuVietnamDPR 

Korea

Pakistan

BangladeshAzerbaijan

New Zealand

Brunei

Sri Lanka

TuvaluPNG

Turkmenistan

1

,03_4 151

157

292

10

102

421

(JI171(JI

101

1751~

23 24

51

15

;

8

11

12

15

(II

01

(II~W111~ruL

longa

Solomon Islands

Kiribati

Samoa

01

(II

01

.ESCAP

~~cl

~

cl

~ ~
25.1%1

~

9,621
17.1%

~~

Yo of World Total

~World Total I 7759271 2720231 2810111 1038801 561081 62905~

~; Review of Maritime Transport 1997, UNCTAD.
(a) Ships of 100 grt and over.
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